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Abstract
The ISTI Young Researcher Award is an award for young people of Institute of Information Science and Technologies (ISTI) with high scientific production. In particular, the award is granted to young staff members (less than 35 years old) by assessing the yearly scientific production of the year preceding the award. This report documents procedure and results of the 2015 edition of the award.
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Introduction
The Institute of Information Science and Technologies (ISTI), an institute of the Italian National Research Council (CNR), promotes the growth of its “young researchers” by means of initiatives aiming at encouraging the scientific production and promoting the visit to major international scientific institutions and research groups. Among these initiatives, the Young Researcher Award (YRA) yearly awards the Institute staff of less than 35 years old with the best scientific production. This initiative is funded through self-taxation of all research laboratories of the Institute.

The ISTI YRA is awarded to ISTI members belonging to the following categories:

- Young: it is awarded to PhD students and PhD researchers less than 32 years old;
- Young++: it is awarded to PhD students and PhD researchers less than 35 years old.

The award is presented each year at the ISTI Day, a yearly meeting where the Director meets the Institute staff. Three persons in each category are awarded with a research funding of 1,500€.

Methods

Submission
Nominations for the YRA Award should be submitted by the candidate by using a dedicated online form. The information collected via the form are very basic. They include name, date of birth, and dates related to PhD activity only. The list of publications will be automatically acquired by the ISTI Institutional Repository.

YRA Award Committee
The YRA Award Committee is nominated by the Director of the Institute with the following duties:

- Prepare and develop the call for participation and the related procedures;
- Solicit nominations and assess candidates;
- Provide the ISTI Director with documents underlying the entire process and selecting the award candidates.

The Committee members are:

Claudio Lucchese (Chair) (High Performance Computing Laboratory);
Leonardo Candela (Networked Multimedia Information System Laboratory);
Matteo Dellepiane (Visual Computing Laboratory);
Andrea Esuli (Networked Multimedia Information System Laboratory);
Alberto Gotta (Wireless Networks Laboratory);

http://http://pumslab.isti.cnr.it
Franco Maria Nardini (High Performance Computing Laboratory);

Nico Pietroni (Visual Computing Laboratory);

Selection
A total of 13 nominations where received: 7 for the Young category and 6 for the Young++ category.

The following criteria was defined to assess and rank each scientific publication of the candidates:

- diverse ranking systems are going to be used to reduce the effects of any bias;
- for Journal papers it is used (i) the Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del Sistema Universitario e della Ricerca (ANVUR) Journals ranking\(^2\); (ii) the Computing Research and Education Association of Australasia (CORE) Journals ranking\(^3\); and (iii) the SCImago service\(^4\). Papers receive a score according to the schema reported in Table 1. In case of multiple scores, the maximum one is used;
- for conference papers it is used the Group of Italian Professors of Computer Engineering (GII) and Group of Italian Professors of Computer Science (GRIN) rating service\(^5\); papers receive a score according to the schema reported in Table 2;
- “short papers”, i.e., papers having less than 6 pages, receive half of the score of the homologous papers;
- papers published in workshops receive a score of 2;
- book chapters not associated to a conference receive a score of 2;
- international conference abstracts receive a score of 1.

YRA 2015 Recipients

The recipients of the award for the “Young” category are:

Diego Marcheggiani (Networked Multimedia Information System Laboratory)

Lorenzo Gabrielli (Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Laboratory)

Giulio Rossetti (Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Laboratory)

The recipients of the award for the “Young++” category are:

Alessia Bardi (Networked Multimedia Information System Laboratory)

Filippo Palumbo (Wireless Networks Laboratory)

Gianpaolo Coro (Networked Multimedia Information System Laboratory)

A per recipient introduction to the research activity as well as to the set of publications leading to the award is reported in the following sections.

Diego Marcheggiani (Young): Publications 2014
The following publications was produced by Marcheggiani during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [1, 2, 3].

The work of Marcheggiani is at the crossroads of machine learning, natural language processing, and sentiment analysis. In these last years he focused on sequence learning tasks using Conditional Random Fields (CRFs). CRFs is a supervised learning algorithm specifically devised for sequence classification problems, where the aim of the classifier is not the classification of single elements (i.e., as in text classification) but of the elements as part of an entire sequence one which one has to take into consideration dependencies between elements. These problems are extremely common in natural language processing; part of speech tagging, phrase chunking, named entity recognition and some forms of opinion extraction are few examples of sequence classification tasks.

In [1] Marcheggiani expanded the the most common instantiation of CRFs, the linear chain CRFs, to deal with multi-class, multi-label problems. He tested the multi-label CRFs on a aspect-oriented opinion extraction task. He showed empirically that multi-label CRFs outperform standard linear chain CRFs on a hotel reviews dataset.

In [2] Marcheggiani investigated the problem of active learning for semi-supervised CRFs. Active learning is a procedure that helps to find the most informative examples that have to be annotated in order to get an accurate classification model. Since human annotation is very expensive, active learning helps to reduce the annotation effort, making the human annotator focus to those examples that are more informative for the problem solution. Marcheggiani mixed together active learning and semi-supervised learning to reduce the annotation effort to the minimum possible. He empirically showed (on four different natural language processing tasks) that with the best active learning strategy, paired with semi-supervised CRFs, it is possible to learn an accurate CRFs model with few, but very informative examples.

Finally, in [3] Marcheggiani studied the benefits of having high quality training data versus low quality training data to train CRFs. For this work he trained CRFs to extract medical concepts from medical reports written in Italian.

From these studies he discovered that having low quality training data does not impact in a sensible way the classification performance.
Table 1. Papers in Journal: score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ANVUR</th>
<th>CORE</th>
<th>Scimago</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A*</td>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Conference Papers: score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORE</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lorenzo Gabrielli (Young): Publications 2014

The following publications was produced by Gabrielli during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

During the year Lorenzo Gabrielli worked on the analysis of big data to measure mobility habits and levels of wellbeing of society.

Within the study of mobility, it has been realized a methodology to engineer the classification process called Sociometer [10], in order to make portable the entire process. It was also verified the robustness of the methodology with respect to the variation of the time window used. The results in [11] show: (a) The proposed improvement allows to automatically label the typical behaviors of call making use of archetypes that describe the typical behavior, avoiding to make use in the phase of classification of a domain expert, obtaining an accuracy of 85%; (b) The minimum time window, so that the Sociometer can produce reliable results, it is empirically proved to be of three weeks. Also as part of the study of mobility, was carried out the analytical part, and their interfaces at the base of the RESTful application called Urban Mobility Atlas (UMA), whose purpose is to tell the story of individual mobility in an area, using a set of statistical indicators obtained with Mobility Data Mining technique and Machine Learning.

Regarding to the other area of research, measuring wellbeing of an area, he participated in the creation of an analytic process designed to explore how mobility and sociability of individuals are related to the economic well-being. Thanks to the measures of mobility and sociability extracted from phone data it is possible to create a model to relate these measures and measures of well-being (European Deprivation Index). The results, which are going to be published, highlight how the model is able to explain more than 40% of the variance of the phenomenon and in particular that the mobility measures are much more predictive of those of sociability. This result is of great impact since the availability of mobility measures is significantly higher than those of sociability, especially for reasons of privacy.

Finally, a new research topic under study concerns the use of open government data for measuring the performance of public administrations.

All the researches were performed within the Cimplex\(^6\) and SoBigData\(^7\) EU projects.

Giulio Rossetti (Young): Publications 2014

The following publications was produced by Rossetti during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [12, 13].

During the year, Rossetti worked on the analysis of network dynamics and science of success. In his research on complex networks he primarily addressed the dynamic community discovery problem proposing an algorithm, TILES, able to dynamically track communities in online streamed graphs. Even though network science has received huge attention in the last decade, only recently time-aware approaches started to be proposed in order to cope with the intrinsic dynamism of the phenomena modeled by complex networks: social contacts, business exchanges, online communications are only few examples for which a static analysis is not able to produce up-to-date and meaningful results the often under- (or over-) estimate the real network connectivity.

Starting from this observation, Rossetti focuses his attention on the analysis of how the temporal dimension shapes network topology. In such rapidly changing context, communities are used as the basilar bricks able to bound the analytical spectrum to well defined subsets of nodes: communities can be tracked trough time, used as boundaries to study network homophily, seen as preferential playgrounds when trying to predict future interactions among nodes. All this themes were addressed in Rossetti’s PhD thesis “Network Dynamics” [14] and constituted the backbone of the subjects of DyNo, the 1\(^{st}\) workshop on Dynamics In Networks (held in conjunction with the 2015 IEEE/ACM International Conference ASONAM, Paris, France, August 2015) for which he acted as co-chair.

The other main theme he pursued during this year is related to the science of success. Several studies have tried to

\(^6\)www.cimplex-project.eu
\(^7\)www.sobigdata.eu
capture the connections amongst success and innovation: so far economic theories proposed strategies to organize adopters in different categories in order to model how both the level of risk and the social pressure affect their decision to acquire a novel good. One of the major question that remains open, once used such models to classify the adopters, is: can we forecast the “success” of a good by analyzing its early adopters? To answer such question, a data driven analysis was performed on different contexts (music listinings, retail market purchases…) and it was observed how there exist a peculiar category of innovators able to sense successful goods and to selectively adopt them before the others.

All the researches on network dynamics and science of success were performed within the Cimplex8 and SoBigData9 EU projects.

Alessia Bardi (Young++): Publications 2014
The following publications was produced by Bardi during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

The research activities of Bardi are conducted in the field of data infrastructures for scholarly communication. In 2014 she focused on two main research topics: enhanced publications and aggregative data infrastructures.

The notion of enhanced publication is an emerging paradigm for the representation and dissemination of scientific research results that responds to the request of research communities of including in the scholarly communication the whole range of research outcomes used and produced during a scientific investigation, together with the traditional scientific article. An enhanced publication enriches a digital publication with additional research products (e.g., research data, workflows, scientific processes, software) to complete the description of the research and support research assessment, reproduction and re-use. In [15] Bardi and Manghi analysed the state of the art on enhanced publications and proposed a common terminology and classification schemes for the comparison and discussion of existing data models for enhanced publications and the information systems that adopt them. The study highlighted the existence of a plethora of solutions for enhanced publications, each realised to serve a specific research community, and suggests the need of a more systemic approach at the realization of information systems for enhanced publications in order to support their sustainability, decrease their realisation and maintenance cost and, therefore, foster their wider adoption.

The second research topic of Bardi is that of Aggregative Data Infrastructures (ADIs). ADIs are digital infrastructures supporting the aggregation of data and metadata from a set of heterogeneous data sources. ADIs play an important role in scholarly communication as they bring together, integrate and combine digital objects deposited at different locations and offer a single entry point to support researchers in the discovery of and access to relevant research material. Interoperability issues of data and technologies, scarcity of computational resources, and highly evolving requirements typically represent an obstacle to practitioners constructing ADIs capable of performing such an integration. [17] presented the architectural principles and the services of the D-NET Software Toolkit, a framework where developers find the tools for the construction and operation of customized, robust, scalable, and autonomic ADIs in a cost-effective way as instances of service-oriented data infrastructures. The D-NET Software Toolkit is a general-purpose service-oriented framework adopted by several national consortia and EC projects, such as OpenAIRE10 and HOPE (Heritage of the People’s Europe) [15, 19], to create aggregative infrastructures under diverse application domains.

Filippo Palumbo (Young++): Publications 2014
The following publications was produced by Palumbo during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27].

During the year, Palumbo worked on the development of a middleware that can easily abstract and export sensors pervasively deployed in smart environments. Having such a communication infrastructure, running on desktop and mobile platforms, let him collect data from running test-sites coming from the EU FP7 GiraffPlus11 project (in which he led the Work Package 2 - System Design and Development). These data were used to create context-aware applications useful for the target scenario: Ambient Assisted Living (AAL). AAL aims at the creation of services oriented to the assistance of elderly people. This research area is becoming more and more popular due to the increasing age of population in developed countries. In the vision of smart cities, elderly people are supported by pervasive and smart environments in their daily mobility and activities, with which they interact by means of their personal devices (like smartphones). Such environments are composed by a large number of objects that offer a variety of services which, in turn, are requested, negotiated, and consumed by the personal devices of the users. For this reason, the presence of a lightweight distributed communication infrastructure, like the developed middleware, is an important requirement. AAL services are build exploiting contextual information coming from the sensorized home, like the mobility of the user, his activities and behavioural patterns. In this regard, one of the most important source of context information is the position of the user in the house. For this reason, part of the year’s activities were focused on the development of a device-free indoor localization system that opportunistically exploits the capabilities offered by the smart environment. AAL applications generally have low accuracy requirements for indoor localization; this opens the opportunity for parasitizing the existing smart envi-

8www.cimplex-project.eu
9www.sobigdata.eu
10The OpenAIRE initiative. Open Access Infrastructure for Research in Europe: www.openaire.eu
11http://www.giraffplus.eu/
environment infrastructure without adding dedicated positioning sensors. In this scenario, one can exploit simple binary sensors that are usually present in the smart environment, such as light and appliance switches or intrusion detection sensors, to obtain a rough estimate of the position of the user. The application developed, called CEO, is device-free, meaning that the user is not required to carry any device in order to be localized. Future works will further analyse the possibilities offered by smart environments equipped with distributed sensor network and the middleware infrastructure developed coming from the EU FP7 DOREMI project.

Gianpaolo Coro (Young++): Publications 2014

The following publications was produced by Coro during 2014 and evaluated for the YRA 2015: [28, 29, 30, 31, 32].

Research e-Infrastructures are the main focus of the work of Coro. These are computer systems enabling researchers in different locations across the world to collaborate and work on the same scientific initiatives. E-Infrastructures usually provide either sharing and storage facilities (Data e-Infrastructures) or computational facilities (Computational e-Infrastructures). Generally, these platforms allow researchers to work together by accessing shared and distributed scientific facilities, including data, instruments, computing and communication. Applications of e-Infrastructure span several domains, e.g., biology, environmental science, etc. E-Infrastructures usually embed the concept of Virtual Research Environments (VREs, [33]), web-based working environments, where groups of scientists have transparent and seamless access to a shared computing platform in an HDI is demanded to (i) integrate community-developed algorithms written using different programming languages, (ii) integrate external computational platforms providing algorithms as-a-Service, (iii) use computational resources from other e-Infrastructures, (iv) dynamically use the resources available in the e-Infrastructure (e.g., data, GIS maps, etc.). Furthermore, the Cloud computing platform should provide cross-domain algorithms that may enrich methods commonly used in a certain scientific domain, as well as state-of-the-art algorithms for specific supported communities.

The work by Coro focussed on solving the above issues [31]. To this aim, he contributed to create a system named Statistical Manager [35] for the D4Science e-Infrastructure [36]. This Cloud computing system parallelises data mining procedures provided by a scientific community in the form of compiled software or R scripts. This system is able to correctly manage the dependency of an R script on the version of the R interpreter and to parallelise its execution on several machines. Furthermore, the system requires minimal (or no) alteration of the original code and allows for fast updating of the algorithms when a new version is ready. The Statistical Manager can also integrate external computational facilities that provide algorithms via the Web Processing Service standard. Furthermore, it can use computational resources hosted also by external e-Infrastructures (e.g., the European Grid Infrastructure) as well as by D4Science.

The Statistical Manager was endowed with appealing algorithms, especially for the computational biology communities of practice. In particular, an intelligent taxonomic search workflow [37] was developed to allow biologists to identify the official transcription of a species’ scientific name, according to authoritative taxonomic names collections (e.g., GBIF, OBIS, Catalog of Life). Furthermore, algorithms to compare GIS data were developed to allow biologists as well as environmental scientists to numerically evaluate the similarity between two data sets [29]. Finally, the Statistical Manager was endowed with algorithms that were used (and are still used) to assess the health status of fisheries stocks [30]. As a result of this work, biologists communities have expressed their interest in using this platform and in having their algorithms published through the Statistical Manager. Furthermore, this system is also used to teach courses in computational biology and computer engineering. More than 24,000 scientists and students per month currently use the Statistical Manager. Furthermore, this system is being used to produce life history traits information on marine species, which is used by the European Commission to produce regulations and recommendations for fisheries in Europe.

Conclusion

This brief report document the 2015 edition of the ISTI Young Research Award, one of the initiatives promoted by the Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione to support the young members of its staff. This is the third edition of the award that started in 2013. In the reality, it continues similar initiatives promoted in the previous years.

YRA goes in tandem with the Grants for Young Mobility (GYM), a program enabling the ISTI staff of less than 34 years old to carry out research in cooperation with foreign Universities and Research Institutions of clear international standing. It complements CNR similar programs.

Both the initiatives are funded through self-taxation of all research laboratories of the Institute thus demonstrating the willingness to incentivise the activity and growth of young re-
searchers. In fact the initiatives will be in place in 2016 also and they are going to be further reinforced by a third initiative aiming at supporting project proposals having principal investigators that are both young and belonging to diverse laboratories.
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